
Process

This project is a showcase of the design system that was initiated at Freightos in 2019. It is a tremendous multidisciplinary project: 
Designers, Product manager, and Developers have joined together to create something great! It is built on the Ant Design framework 
and based on an 8 point grid system. At its peak, I was the sole designer that continued working on it, and on March 2020, along with 

Benefits for the team

Consistency in our design, cross platforms, as Jakob Nielsen has said: "Consistency is one of the most powerful usability principles: 
when things always behave the same, users don't have to worry about what will happen. Instead, they know what will happen based 
on earlier experience." 
Faster deliverables, the design system will have reusable, flexible, and scalable components, that means embedding them in teams 
throughout the company, in multiple locations.  
Faster development times, More comfortable to test and deliver - components already tested at a higher standard, which means less 
time refactoring code and figuring out what to use. 
Saving time and money along side increasing unit economics. Less time refactoring code and figuring out what to use. Faster 
development times (Less QA testing, refactor code, pull requests, etc.) 
Better communication, better designer-developer, and developer-developer communication. No more custom solutions and band 
aids that will be added to technical and design debt. Eliminate ambiguity and streamline the process.

Big code and design mess (the before)

Putting aside the unstable, unreliable, and duplicate code most of the UI on the Freightos site was base on, before the design 
system, there were a lot of inconsistencies with our design. Usually, a rising startup can't afford the resources and development time 
for a design system. That, and the lack of proper communication between the teams, had lead to a massive mess in the UI that 
eventually impacted the UX. for example, links and call to actions would have many appearances that could confuse the user. What 
is clickable? What is not?
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Principles and characteristics

The Freightos Group is a collection of three companies with the shared mission of making global trade frictionless by bringing 
international freight online, the Freighotos Group is all about making things frictionless. 
Freightos stakeholders - customers, prospects, hires, and vendors - should experience smoothness every time they engage with our 
brand. Every brand touch point should evoke a sense of ease, and peace of mind, while providing a functional experience. Things 
just work by us and if there’s a mistake, we fix it).

What are design principles?

A shared language that should support the larger purpose of 
the product and help express the product’s vision and ethos. 
A set of considerations that form the basis of good design or 
product.

Why use design principles?

Align people around what really matters. Principles move us 
away from superficial things like what “feels right” and what 
“looks good” and gives purpose in the things we create. They 
help teams with decision making. 

Predictable

We view things within the context of a greater whole, 
providing a coherent and consistent experience. Our users 

can anticipate their journey with a clear path that shows 
them where they are and where they’re going.

Efficient

We create an effortless user journey and make difficult 
processes easier by avoiding complex experiences. Our 

users save time, effort, and money thanks to streamlined 
workflows.

Transparent

We instill trust by providing essential information upfront, 
creating clarity throughout. Our users gain confidence and 

assurance by knowing they can find whatever they need and 
get more information with the click of a button.

PET

The Brand Characteristics

When writing about Freightos, the voice we want our reader to hear is human, straightforward, quietly confident, and an expert. 
This isn’t fluff either. After you write something or say something, as yourself if it represents these qualities: 

We’re human. We don’t endeavor to communicate is a straightforward and clear manner. We speak plain English. And we speak with 
people not to them. We don’t take ourselves too seriously, but we know your business is no laughing matter. In other words, we talk 
like normal human beings, not a corporate machine. 

We’re straightforward. We’re here to make your life easier and we do that by being upfront and transparent. When we you aren’t 
straightforward or upfront with people, they know. 

We’re quietly confident, not in-your-face arrogant. As digital freight pioneers we’ve seen a lot and we know the right way to make 
that experience work for you. We walk around knowing that we do what we do really well. Millions of air quote searches, 150,000+ 
searches marketplace users, the world’s largest freight rate database - these things didn’t happen by accident. WE made it happen. 

We’re logistics and technology experts. Years of experience and tons of data help us make decisions. Since we’re all about guiding 
people through better digital freight, we make sure to share that knowledge.

MAST 
A Freightos design system

Introduction
This project is a showcase of the design system that was 
initiated at Freightos in 2019. It is a tremendous 
multidisciplinary project: Designers, Product manager, and 
Developers have joined together to create something great! It 
is built on the Ant Design React framework and based on an 8 
point grid system. At its peak, I was the sole designer that 
continued working on it, and on March 2020, along with the 
Coronavirus, I had to leave the firm, so the project is continuing 
without me (:

What is a design system?
There is no unified definition of "What is a design system?". Any 
firm that took the time. resources and effort to enable one, has 
her own understanding, definition and usage. 
We, at the Freightos design team, did try to define our design 
system: It is a single set of rules, guidelines and principles used 
by designers, developers, and marketers. A language that 
creates better communication, and a way of unifying Freightos 
products.

The Atomic design modal
Atomic design is methodology defined by Brad Frost. It is 
composed of five distinct stages working together to create 
interface design systems in a more deliberate and hierarchical 
manner.  Atomic design has 5 stages: Atoms, Molecules, 
Organisms, Templates and Pages. All concurrently working 
together to create effective interface design systems. 

"Atomic design is not a linear process, but rather a mental model 
to help us think of our user interfaces as both a cohesive whole 
and a collection of parts at the same time. Each of the five stages 
plays a key role in the hierarchy of our interface design systems". 

Read more about Brad Frost's Atomic Design

Why do we do it? (Our pain points)

- Miscommunication between teams
- inconsistency between designers
- Slow delivery of features & HUGE backlogs
- Messy infrastructure
- Designers and QA spend too much time on pixel

pushing and painstaking visual QA
- Design and Development inconsistency
- Wasted hours of back and forth between design and

development
- Stuck in inertia

Design specifications Production results

Tokens

Tokens are the smallest pieces of our design system. Their 
primary function is to store UI information that allows for 
building assets, components and patterns at a sustainable 
scale while securing consistency across our platforms. 
Design tokens define low-level values of design attributes so 
that they can become part of a shared vocabulary among all 
users and products within the design system. 
The tokens are structured as follows: 

- Component: Button, field, table, alert, checkbox, radio, etc.
- Variant: Primary, secondary, default, danger etc.
- Element: Border, Background, icon, text etc.
- Attribute: Color, size, border-radius/width, padding etc.
- State: Hover, focus, checked, disabled, selected etc.

Aa

Aa

Aa

color: #2075BD;

color: #2075BD;

color: #2075BD;

@fds-component-primary-color

@fds-component-primary-color

@fds-component-primary-colorrgba(32, 117, 189, 1) 
#2075BD

@fds-color-primary-blue

Stop working like this And start working like this

Choosing a framework 
Choosing a framework form the design system is crucial. Some 
frameworks may offer different base components than others. 
Lots of limitations arise; the framework needs to support 
React, it should handle large databases and be scalable. All of 
this to help us write better, more maintainable HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript. Our selected options were: Material UI, Semantic UI, 
Ant Design, Shards, Blueprint and Evergreen. Eventually, we 
decided to choose the Ant Design React framework.

https://www.freightos.com/
https://ant.design/
https://atomicdesign.bradfrost.com/
https://bradfrost.com/
https://ant.design/


Color palette

Our brand colors are an evolution of the Freightos brand palette, expanded to suit our diverse catalog of products and tools.

Gray 
#232537

Blue 
#2075BD

Primary colors

Primary colors are the dominant color that user most see in our product.

Green 
#47A96E

Red 
#D8271E

Yellow 
#EDAF07

Semantic colors

Error, success, warning, information. These color are based on very firm research about psychology of signal

Purple 
#715397

Disabled 
#B0CEE8

Accent colors

Accent colors are colors used to emphasize some UI elements, or to highlight some information.

White 
#FFFFFF

Gray 50 
#999C9D

Gray 10 
#F6F6F6

Gray 60 
#8A8D8F

Gray 20 
#E5E6E6

Gray 70 
#6A6F73

Gray 40 
#AFB2B2

Gray 90 
#3B3F4B

Gray 50 
#232537

Gray 30 
#C6C7C7

Gray 80 
#53575F

Yellow 20 
#FDEA9A

Yellow 
#EDAF07

Yellow 50 
#714601

Yellow 40 
#9C6B02

Yellow 10 
#FEF6CC

Blue 20 
#ACE8F0

Blue 
#2075BD

Blue 50 
#05387D

Blue 40 
#125C9B

Blue 10 
#E1F5F9

Red 20 
#FBBEA4

Red 
#D8271E

Red 50 
#670521

Red 40 
#9B0F1F

Red 10 
#FFEDE1

Green 20 
#BDF6C2

Green 
#47A96E

Green 50 
#0D5143

Green 40 
#237957

Green 10 
#EAFDEA

Purple 
#715397

Purple 10 
#E7D8FC

Iteration flow

The design system can be extensive and include lots of components. Still, if one of the designers/product manager/developers need 
a function or a feature that the existing components do not provide, we layed-out a process for component iteration.

MAST design system Design a new component Design review by peers Approved 

Not approved

Iterate

Spec, develop and 
implement in the 

design system

Component with features 
is not available 

on the design system

Component with 
features available 

on the design system

Use this component 
in your design Use available component 

from the design system

Freightos Design
Regular

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans H1 (40px)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans H4 (20px)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans H2 (32px)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans H5 (18px)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans Base (14px)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans H3 (24px)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans H6 (16px)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans Tiny (12px)

Freightos Design
Semi bold

Freightos Design
Bold

8 Point grid system

Delete

Book and pay

Save quote

Search something

Typing

Fourth item

Third item

Second item

First item

Third itemThird item

Text

Text

Alert and feedbackContent

Editor\Input

Navigation

Transport\maps

Category\device

Actions

Not alone

This project was a great collaboration between myself, Yaki Pasandi, Ahuva Lebor, Leah Friedberg, Amit Tzemach, Guy Laor, Ayelet 
Cohen, Sasha Khamkov. This Design system will not be here without their dedication and effort!

Have a look at more cool stuff at the Design system site, including roles, components and installation information.

Click here to view

Layouts and grids

The design system can be extensive and include lots of components. Still, if one of the designers/product manager/developers need 
a function or a feature that the existing components do not provide, we layed-out a process for component iteration.

Fixed grid

Uses absolute numbers (px) and stays fixed regardless of the 
screen width.

Boxes layout

There is a clear division for both fixed grid and fluid grid. The 
division goes from 1 until 6. All of them rely upon the 8 point 
system for margins, padding, and gutters.

Fluid responsive grid

Each column has a percentage and the width “flows” together 
with the screen width.

A neverending story.
A design system is always changing, adapting, scaling, and 
getting new additions and components from time to time, and 
this is to fit product and design needs. Dated to April 2020, the 
MAST Design system is one year old. Although it is not done 
yet, starting from January 2020, Webcargo had started adapting 
the Design system, and it has begun to show it's benefits and 
implementation across other Freightos group websites. The 
development teams had expressed positively for the ease of 
use. A list of developed components can be viewed here.

https://design.freightos.com/#/
https://design.freightos.com/#/overview/component-status

